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Introduction
We are investigating key questions in the neutrino sector through the NO A long-baseline neutrino
oscillation experiment. Several of NOvA's physics goals revolve around a search for v^ve oscillations,
the rate of which we now know to be favorable for NOvA given the recent 6 13 results from the reactor
experiments, with the best precision coming from the Daya Bay experiment which reports sin2(2 6 13) =
0.084 ± 0.005 [1]. NOvA's 810-km baseline permits a determination of the neutrino mass hierarchy by
comparing P(v^ve) to P(vfl^ve), a measurement that is (a) interesting in its own right as a stringent test
of unification models, (b) relevant to cosmic microwave background and large-scale structure
observations, and (c) vital to interpreting the next round of neutrinoless double-beta decay results. NOvA
is the only upcoming neutrino experiment that can make this crucial measurement. Further, a non-zero
value for the CP-violating phase S of the PMNS matrix would manifest in the comparison between
neutrino and antineutrino oscillation probabilities. By running in both beam configurations, NO A has
the chance to measure S^0 and to make the first observation of CP violation in the lepton sector, a crucial
ingredient to leptogenesis-based explanations for the baryon asymmetry in the universe. In addition to
6 13-driven physics, NOvA will also greatly improve the precision on the dominant atmospheric parameters
623 and | Am\2 | . Comparisons of v^ and v, disappearance rates will also allow for unique beyond-theStandard-Model searches, probing possible CPT violation and non-standard neutrino interactions. The
broad NOvA physics program is described further in Refs. [2] and [3].

Project and group overview
Among NOvA’s strengths is its innovative detector design [3]. The fine-grained instrumentation,
unprecedented for a detector of this scale, provides superb ve event identification capabilities. The core of
the program outlined in this project's proposal is not to achieve the baseline physics sensitivities but to
surpass them, by investigating the nuances of this new detector technology and by implementing readout,
calibration, and event selection techniques that take full advantage of the cellular construction.
A major theme toward achieving this goal is maintaining broad involvement in the entirety of the
NO A program. This philosophy has proven both natural and extremely fruitful in the Caltech group, as
we continue our record of leadership and expertise in multiple facets of NOvA. The rest of this paragraph
provides a sense of the group’s activities in NOvA, even though some of the work mentioned is supported
by other awards. Caltech Staff Scientist Mualem served on the NOvA project’s Technical Board, led the
electronics and data acquisition development and deployment as Level 2 Manager, and continues as
Detector Operations Infrastructure Manager. Engineer Jason Trevor has extensive knowledge of the
NO A hardware and readout systems through his management, maintenance, and operation of Caltech's
NOvA facilities in Lauritsen Laboratory. Mualem and Trevor's expertise have featured centrally in
obtaining the results described in this report. Postdoc Chris Backhouse (partially funded through this
award) remains the central contributor in reconstruction and analysis software development, following his
founding roles on detector calibration and alignment. Backhouse serves as Reconstruction Coordinator
and ve appearance analysis co-convener for NOvA. Postdoc Kirk Bays (partially funded through this
award) has provided extensive event identification and cosmic ray rejection tools for the disappearance
analysis, serves as APD cooling and dry gas system expert for the Far Detector, and has built and
maintains multiple core offline software items (geometry functions, dead channel handling, rejecting of
rock events in the Near Detector). Bays now serves as co-convener of our Antineutrino Data Task Force.
Patterson is at the helm of the collaboration's physics program, serving as Physics Analysis co
coordinator. He also serves on the NOvA Executive Committee and Speakers Committee. Graduate
students Joe Lozier and Dan Pershey served as core members of the Near Detector installation team and
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continue as key members of the software/computing group. Lozier has built the antineutrino analysis
infrastructure, an entire near-to-far “extrapolation” system, and a new energy estimator. Pershey has
developed an extensive Michel electron toolkit, has used this for e sample decomposition and detector
calibration, and has provided key studies toward understanding our hadronic energy scale.

Efforts supported by Early Career award versus DOE HEP university and other awards
Until its expiration, the Early Career award has supported our group's work in reconstruction
development, calibration, and readout improvements for the NO A experiment. The latest efforts are
detailed below and include: continued reconstruction base software design (Backhouse); reconstruction
group coordination (Backhouse); electron neutrino event identification (Backhouse, Patterson); sensitivity
code and oscillation fitting infrastructure, as connected to assessing reconstruction performance
(Backhouse, Bays); calibration generally (Backhouse, Pershey); calibration and energy scale systematics
(Bays, Lozier, Pershey); final deployment and full simulation of improvements in channel readout
(Patterson, Backhouse, Bays).

Summary of accomplishments
The original proposal outlined three main thrusts of activity: (1) advanced event reconstruction
development, (2) improvements to the detector readout, particularly in the time domain, and (3) R&D
toward effective and efficient calibration of the NOvA detectors. As described below, all three goals have
been achieved and have led directly to resent oscillation results from NOvA [4, 5].
To best document the progress made over the entire five-year award period, we include here
abridged versions of the Progress Reports submitted over the course of the award. The final year is
summarized at the end.

Year 1 report, abridged (2011-12)
Event reconstruction in NO A
Effort began with the recognition that the reconstruction base classes in the offline framework were
inadequately fleshed out. Following on from similar upgrades to the "cell hit" base classes Patterson
implemented previously, we designed and implemented new reconstruction base classes that provide the
necessary constructs (prongs, tracks, etc.), sensible class inheritance, and seamless connections between
the higher level objects and the individual detector hits that originated them. This extensive
implementation was carried out entirely by Backhouse, and the new infrastructure is in use by the whole
collaboration.
We next moved to developing a proper particle tracker. Last year, all the tracking algorithms in
use assumed perfectly straight-line particle paths and Gaussian spatial uncertainty on the recorded detector
activity. Neither of these assumptions is particularly good. Backhouse, with input from Patterson, has
developed a new tracking algorithm that discards these assumptions. For instance, an active NO A cell
provides very specific geometric information, namely that a particle passed through that particular
extended rectangular-cross-section region in space (i.e., that cell). The new tracker works from the
collection of these geometric constraints, together with the knowledge that inactive cells can be explained
by a particle passing through dead material (which is also introduced through the geometric constraints so
implied) or by cell inefficiency. By assuming tracks follow small straight line segments broken up by
scattering, one can build up all possible extended particle trajectories in an event.
Figure 1 shows this tracker in action. Note the superb agreement between the true and
reconstructed particle trajectories in the right panel. Backhouse also implemented simple vertexing and
view-merging, making this the first reconstruction algorithm on NO A that is analysis-ready. Indeed, one
could perform a v^ disappearance search today with this algorithm. As a side note, we are investigating
whether the excellent detail available in the reconstructed trajectory information may be helpful in
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estimating the energy of escaping muons via the amount of multiple scattering seen, especially in the
smaller near detector where containment is more problematic.
A second major effort now underway is the development of electromagnetic shower
reconstruction using the approach described last year in the proposal [2], The idea is to avoid the need to
pick out spatially distinct hit "clusters" ahead of time, as the most difficult background events will involve
7r "-induced showers that overlap in space and will be manifestly non-separable. Toward this, Backhouse
created electromagnetic shower templates that feed predictions for the amount of charge deposited in the
detector cells. These predictions must be fully parametrized so that the resulting likelihoods vary
smoothly with shower energy, angle, and position in the detector. (Our expertise in the detector
calibration plays a large role here, as attenuation effects and channel -to -channe 1 differences are intimately
tied into the parametrized predictions.) The fitting algorithm looks at both detector views simultaneously
and thus provides 3D reconstruction from the start, with the likelihood being able to compare the views to
pick out activity that may be hiding in one of them.
Figure 2 shows the status of this work, giving an example template and a reconstructed n°. The
algorithm is working well on single-particle events, and we have begun looking to full neutrino
interactions, using the tracker described earlier to isolate any clear tracks from the potential
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Figure 1: Example events reconstructed with the Caltech-developed tracking algorithm. (Left) An event
with a clear muon and pion. with proper reconstruction of the track trajectories, vertex location, and merged
views. (Right) An example of a long muon track exhibiting multiple scattering. Both the reconstructed
[green] and true [blue] trajectories are shown, although it is difficult to see both lines because they lie
directly on top of one another. The events shown here are from the Monte Carlo simulation.
electromagnetic showers. As part of this effort, Backhouse has developed a basic set of ve pre-selection
cuts for the far detector that will allow us to pick out the most relevant events to confront the algorithm
with (i.e.. those events that will actually represent signal and background in the ve-bascd analyses).
We are continuing development on both the tracker and the shower fitter toward making new
NOvA sensitivity estimates. We have code in place to draw a full suite of sensitivity plots (not shown due
to space constraints); to reproduce the TDR-era results; and to characterize the power of the ve selection as
it is developed and optimized. Separately, Backhouse is using simulated data to explore the balance
between identifying particles individually first and looking at more global event characteristics when
seeking to determine the event type.

Detector readout in NOvA
As described in the proposal, straightforward changes to the information delivered by the front-end boards
would provide considerable improvement in the detector's timing resolution, allowing for much improved
handling of event pile-up in the near detector, for particle direction determination, and for approaches to
reconstruction and particle identification that incorporate time-of-flight. Backhouse and Patterson,
together with Mualem, have completed numerous studies in the past year to confirm and optimize the
performance of such a readout scheme, and the collaboration is now on-board with the idea. We await the
required firmware changes (which are minimal) that are being prepared by our electrical engineering
colleagues at Harvard.
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Figure 2: Electromagnetic shower reconstruction. (Left) An example of the shower template
paramethzation taken at 500 MeV [red], overlayed with the true average shower profile taken from a
large sample of simulated events [blue]. (Right) A simulated n° event, reconstructed with the Caltech
algorithm. Note how the hits from the two showers in the X view (upper panel) are coincident in space
and could never have been seen as distinct. However, the fundamentally 3D approach taken here
recognizes the need for the second cluster of activity, given what is seen in the Y view, and the event is
consequently reconstructed correctly. The reconstructed invariant mass for this event is 139 MeV.

Three key milestones were met in the past year toward these readout improvements. First, we
made major improvements in our understanding of the noise characteristics of the operating near detector
on the surface (NDOS), and we have upgraded the detector simulation to match our new understanding.
The timing resolution depends strongly on both the absolute level of noise and on its correlations from one
digitization to the next. The simulation now correctly models all correlations in the noise, out to the limit
of their relevance. Our noise studies furthered the commissioning of the detector as well, since various
unexpected phenomena (e.g., non-Gaussian tails and a curious APD bursting noise similar to so-called
"popcorn" noise) needed to be understood and characterized before we could reliably estimate readout
performance.
The second milestone was exploring the space of possible algorithms for converting the sequence
of digitizations in to a time estimate. We have adopted a simple, uncorrelated least-squares fit using three
sequential background-subtracted ADC values. This provides excellent performance and is sufficiently
light-weight for general use, an important characteristic since the fit will be performed on every single cell
hit in the data stream. Backhouse thoroughly demonstrated that additional data points and/or a more
complex fitting scheme add negligible benefit. (Introducing more points, for instance, starts contributing
more noise than good information, degrading performance. When a full noise covariance matrix is
introduced to properly de-weight the later digitizations, the performance reverts to what is seen with only
three data points in the first place.) This simple fit has replaced the fitting approach outlined in last year's
proposal.
The third milestone was observing the timing resolution improvements using real NDOS data.
Since the firmware changes are not yet in place, Backhouse implemented a new DAQ mode wherein 32-^s
traces are taken from every channel on a single data concentrator module (or, about one-sixth of the
NDOS), allowing timing algorithms to be tested on real events. This new DAQ mode piggy-backed on
the already existing capability of each front-end board to write out this long trace. However, one could
previously only do this with a single channel at a time, and we needed hits related across channels to
estimate timing resolutions.
We collected data operating in this mode and, using identified muon tracks, calculated the time
residuals for each hit relative to the average time across each muon track. A timing resolution of 46 ns
was measured using our time extraction scheme (to be compared with 500 ns from the default discretized
timing), which is consistent with expectations given the yet-uncorrected channel-to-channel offsets in the
NDOS and the higher noise rate due to the APDs operating at ambient temperature. Our expected final
resolution on energy deposition times (as opposed to photon arrival times, which would be even better) at
the far detector is 40 ns; surface near detector, 29 ns; underground near detector, 18 ns.
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The fit that extracts a hit's time can, in principle, provide a better charge estimate as well. We
have implemented this; however, the improvement in charge resolution is negligible since the majority of
charge smearing arises not from the readout itself but from fluctuations in energy depositions and photon
counting statistics.

Calibration of the NOvA detectors
We have made considerable progress in developing the calibration program for NOvA, and the NDOS has
been an invaluable proving ground for calibration techniques and software infrastructure. As discussed in
the proposal, one difficulty with our primary calibration sources, namely cosmic ray muons, is that one
cannot in general tell through which walls of a given cell a muon entered and exited, making pathlength
determination unreliable. (This limitation arises from multiple scattering, reconstruction limitations, and
imperfect cell alignment.) We have explored numerous approaches to countering this issue and have
settled on a technique that identifies particular geometric arrangements of cell hits that allow "perfect"
pathlength reconstruction. In particular, if three cells in a single plane are activated by a muon track, then
that muon must have entered and exited the middle of the three cells through the walls that are adjacent to
the outer two cells. With the track angle well determined from the full ensemble of hits, one can thus
calculate the pathlength this muon took through that middle cell. These "golden" cell patterns allow the
determination of absolute energy depositions. Since the NDOS has many dead channels, this scheme
nominally does not allow for calibration of any channels that, owing to their dead neighbors, can never be
part of a golden pattern. We thus generalized the concept, incorporating cells from further afield to help
constrain the muon path through a target cell. All live channels in the NDOS can now be reached.
Figure 3 shows the first step in the muon calibration, namely, the removal of attenuation and lightcollection effects along the length of each cell.
We note that we have continually updated the simulation and data quality cuts as more is learned
about the real NDOS data. For example, Backhouse has added to the simulation the effect of different
fiber lengths between the cells and the APDs due to the geometry of the readout manifold, and he has
added channel quality cuts that can identify high correlated noise rates. (Previously, only the absolute
noise rate on each channel was examined. Backhouse found that some channels with "normal" noise rates
tend to fire in synchrony with nearby channels, a phenomenon can lead to false reconstructed tracks.)
This stage of the calibration is now installed for the NDOS data and for all detectors in the Monte Carlo.
We are moving on to examining the second-order effects that we expect to find in the Far Detector data
due to the larger size and lower light levels (e.g., readout thresholds; dependence of cosmic ray muon
energies on depth in the detector).
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Figure 3: Correcting for attenuation and light-collection effects. (Left) The mean light level (in ADC
counts per unit pathlength of the source muons) is shown as a function of the distance from the cell center.
The APD is located to the right side of the figure. The parametrization shown in red incorporates
attenuation effects plus light collection inefficiencies that manifest at the cell edges. We follow this fit with
a second spline-fit pass (not shown) to correct for any residual features not captured by the parametrization.
These can be as large as 10% in some cells. (Middle and right) The ADC distributions for all muon hits are
shown as a function of the distance from the cell center (II) for the uncalibrated [middle panel] and
calibrated [right panel] cases. The data are from the operating NDOS at Fermilab.
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Backhouse and Patterson, along with Gavin Davies (Iowa State), have been developing muonbased cell-to-cell and block-to-block alignment. Initial studies suggest that 0.3 mm alignment or better
should be possible. Patterson is also coordinating the use of laser scan data taken during block assembly
to establish the starting point for intra-block cell alignment. Other efforts underway in the calibration
working group, under Patterson's leadership, that should have results this summer are: stopping-muonbased absolute energy calibration; cell stability corrections ("drift"); Michel electron energy calibration.

Year 2 report, abridged (2012-13)
Event reconstruction in NOvA
A brief reminder of the progress on reconstruction reported last year:
• Designed and implemented new reconstruction base classes that provide the necessary constructs
(prongs, tracks, etc.), sensible class inheritance, and seamless connections between the higher
level objects and the individual detector hits. The implementation was carried out by Backhouse,
and the new infrastructure is in use by the whole collaboration.
• Developed the first complete, physics-ready particle tracker. This tracker, designed by Backhouse
with input from Patterson, is built around the strictly rectangular geometric information provided
by each active NOvA detector cell and avoids any inappropriate straight-line track and Gaussian
readout assumptions. Bays is now investigating whether the detailed muon scattering information
provided by the tracker can be used to obtain a useful energy estimator for muon tracks that exit
the detector.
• Investigated a "cluster-less" approach to shower reconstruction, avoiding the need to pick out
spatially distinct hit clusters ahead of time, as the most difficult background events will involve
7T°-induced showers that overlap in space and will be manifestly non-separable.
In parallel with continued maintenance and development of these analysis pieces, we have made
tremendous progress in the past year on ve event identification and oscillation fitting infrastructure. We
move to these newer items now.
Library Event Matching on NOvA. Originally, Library Event Matching (LEM) was a novel event
classification technique implemented at Caltech and used for the MINOS ve appearance analyses [6]. In
LEM, each candidate event is compared to millions of simulated "library" events in order to find those
library events that look most similar to the candidate event. The characteristics of the best-matching
library events tell us about the (unknown) characteristics of the candidate event.
It was thought that the LEM technique for ve identification would not work on NOvA due to sheer
combinatorics given the fine-grained nature of the detectors, as the metric for matching two events in
MINOS used a comparison of each readout element in one event to the corresponding element in the
other. With so many cells per event in NO A, the number of library events needed to get good spatial
sampling would be impractically large. It was recognized, however, that the event comparisons needn't be
spatially rigid and could allow for imperfect spatial correspondence between the events' detector activity.
Indeed, if the two events are nearly identical save for a few cell shifts here and there, that needn't harshly
penalize the comparison.
Over the past year, Backhouse has explored a range of ideas for the matching metric and has
settled on a quite successful one that has analogies to electrostatics. In particular, each comparison is
scored by treating cell activity as if it were electric charge and by subsequently calculating the
electrostatic potential energy of the arrangement of charges obtained when the input and library events are
overlayed with one another, with one having positive charge and the other having negative charge. The
electrostatic events' self-energies are included, so a perfect match scores zero in this metric. Small spatial
disagreements are, as desired, not devastating to the match score.
The potential energy of two point charges need not go as 1/(distance) here, and transverse and
longitudinal displacements need not contribute equally. Indeed, we have tuned these degrees of freedom
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for optimum performance. The composition of the library has also been explored, and the current version
uses a library that is enhanced in neutral pion events. The best one-thousand matches from the library are
used to form the final event classifier. The principle information used is the rank-ordered list of event
type (i.e., whether each library event was signal or background). For instance, an event whose best
matches are primarily signal will likely have a high score for the final LEM ve discriminant.
To match an input event to the 8xl07 library events in a timely fashion, the library events
themselves have been "self-matched" and divided into a tree structure. Matching for an event begins by
looking at ten thousand head nodes of the library tree and continues by only explicitly comparing against
further library events that are similar to the best-matched head nodes. Backhouse has demonstrated that
this library partitioning does not hamper sensitivity. Further, much of each match's calculation is
performed ahead of time by rearranging the looping order and storing for each input event the equivalent
of the electrostatic potential (i.e.. field) everywhere in space. Thus, one can calculate a match score by
placing the library event into this scalar field and summing over the library hits, an 0(JVceu) operation
rather than the more direct 0(A^ceii2) approach.
The library event generation itself is time consuming, so Backhouse also developed a fast detector
Monte Carlo that imposes the intricate cell geometry only after swimming particles through a boundaryfree soup. While approximate, this fast MC is more than sufficient for LEM and could prove useful
elsewhere in NOvA.
After a year of development, the performance of LEM is superb. It is the most powerful ve
selection tool on NOvA at present, and it is the event selector used for the new NOvA sensitivity plots
being shown at the APS April meeting this month. An example of a LEM match is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Library Event Matching (LEM) as implement in NOvA. (Left) A test event to be classified, shown
in both the X and Y views. (Middle) The "electrostatic potential" of the input event, calculated and stored
ahead of time to speed up the matching process. (Right) The best-matched library event, a v„ chargedcurrent quasi-elastic interaction. In the left and right panels, color indicates energy deposition; in the middle
panel, color indicates the potential. Redder colors represent higher values than bluer colors.

Oscillation fitting and sensitivity code. In order to know how well an event selector is doing, one needs
oscillation fitting code in place. Toward this, we have developed (primarily Backhouse, with Bays and
Patterson) a complete ve appearance and vu disappearance fitting framework that provides for signal
extraction, parameter estimation, and contour drawing. The framework is lightweight and uses the
trimmed Common Analysis Files (CAF) produced at the end of the standard NOvA file productions. (The
CAF format itself was developed by the collaboration under the guidance of Patterson and has evolved in
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step with Backhouse's fitting code.) Having the ve and analyses using the same end-game analysis code
from the start will greatly accelerate our future physics output, as many of the neutrino mixing questions
NOvA can address are best answered by a combined ve/vfi fit. Backhouse has produced our official
updated sensitivities for the ve analysis, and Bays has produced our official updated sensitivities for the v^
analysis, and they are each presenting on behalf of NOvA at the APS April meeting.

Detector readout in NOvA
As described in the proposal, straightforward changes to the information delivered by the front-end boards
can provide considerable improvement in the detector's timing resolution, allowing for much improved
handling of event pile-up in the near detector, for particle direction determination, and for approaches to
reconstruction and particle identification that incorporate time-of-flight. Backhouse and Patterson,
together with Mualem, have completed numerous studies to confirm and optimize the performance of such
a readout scheme, and the collaboration is now on-board with the idea. We await the required firmware
changes (which are minimal) that are being prepared by our electrical engineering colleagues at Harvard.
Three key milestones have been met since the start of this award toward these readout
improvements. First, we made major improvements in our understanding of the noise characteristics of
the operating near detector on the surface (NDOS), and we have upgraded the detector simulation to
match our new understanding. Second, we explored the space of possible algorithms for converting the
sequence of digitizations in to a time estimate and have adopted a simple, uncorrelated least-squares fit
using three sequential background-subtracted ADC values. This provides excellent performance and is
sufficiently light-weight for general use, an important characteristic since the fit will be performed on
every single cell hit in the data stream. Third, we tested the timing resolution improvements using real
NDOS data. Since the firmware changes are not yet in place, Backhouse implemented a new DAQ mode
wherein 32-ps traces are taken from every channel on a single data concentrator module (or, about onesixth of the NDOS), allowing our timing algorithms to be tested on real events.
The NDOS tests yield a timing resolution of 46 ns, to be compared with 500 ns from the default
discretized timing, which is consistent with expectations given the yet-uncorrected channel-to-channel
offsets in the NDOS and the higher noise rate due to the APDs operating at ambient temperature during
these studies. Our expected final resolution on energy deposition times at the far detector is 40 ns; surface
near detector, 29 ns; underground near detector, 18 ns.
Calibration of the NOvA detectors
We have made considerable progress in developing the calibration program for NO A, and the NDOS has
been an invaluable proving ground for calibration techniques and software infrastructure. In last year's
report, we gave details on advancements in muon pathlength estimation using cell "triplets",
improvements to the simulation to mimic features discovered in the NDOS data, implementation of
attenuation and absolute energy scale corrections, and muon-based cell-to-cell and block-to-block
alignment.
In the past year, we have focused on software consolidation and on the investigating of higherorder effects. For the former: the calibration development began outside of the recently adopted ART
analysis framework provided by Fermilab Computing Division. Backhouse and new graduate student Dan
Pershey have worked to migrate the attenuation code into the ART framework, developing in the process
an intermediate data format that is compatible with ART but will allow easy handling of correlated effects
between different stages of the calibration. This effort is nearing completion and is expected to be ready
in advance of first FD neutrino data.
Given the size of the Far Detector, a variety of higher-order effects become relevant. Backhouse
has upgraded the attenuation correction algorithms to handle the influence of channel thresholds, which
become important far away from the readout end of a Far Detector cell. This has been implemented and
tested with simulation. The largeness of the detector also brings about cosmic ray self-shielding, resulting
in cosmic muons near the bottom and interior of the detector that have a noticeably different energy
spectrum from those near the exterior. Backhouse has used the Monte Carlo simulation to establish a
correction for this effect, and Pershey is incorporating it into the attenuation code.
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Over the past year, Bays has improved the algorithms for finding stopped muons by searching for
Michel electrons at the end of reconstructed tracks. He has developed a highly pure stopped muon sample
in the NDOS, and new graduate student Joe Lozier is translating this to the Far Detector, toward obtaining
an improved absolute energy scale calibration from the known dE/dx profile of ranged-out muons. This
has been successfully executed in simulation, and we look forward to applying it to early cosmic ray data
in the real Far Detector soon.

Year 3 report, abridged (2013-14)
Event reconstruction in NOvA
Highlights of previously reported progress on reconstruction and event identification (see prior report for
details):
• Designed and implemented new reconstruction base classes that provide the necessary constructs
(prongs, tracks, etc.), sensible class inheritance, and seamless connections between the higher
level objects and the individual detector hits. The implementation was carried out by Backhouse,
and the new infrastructure is in use by the whole collaboration.
• Adapted the Library Event Matching (LEM) event classification technique to NOvA. This was a
substantial undertaking (Backhouse, with Patterson) since a direct application of the MINOS
version [6] of LEM is not possible given the fine-grained nature of the NOvA detectors. By
developing novel matching metrics inspired by electrostatics, adding a layered structure to the
composition of the library, and carrying out significant computational optimizations, LEM is now
fully operational and is the most powerful e selection tool available on NOvA.
• Developed a complete ve appearance and v^ disappearance fitting framework (“CAFAna”) that
provides for signal extraction, parameter estimation, and contour drawing (Backhouse, Bays,
Patterson). The framework is lightweight and uses the trimmed Common Analysis Files (CAF)
produced at the end of the standard NOvA file productions. The CAF format itself was developed
under the guidance of Patterson and has evolved in step with Backhouse's fitting code. (This all
relates to this award in that you need these tools to assess the performance of reconstruction and
event classification algorithms. Of course, you also need these tools to run the full physics
analyses, too!)
Using these algorithms, Backhouse has produced our official updated sensitivities for the ve analysis, and
Bays has produced our official updated sensitivities for the
analysis, and they each presented on behalf
of NOvA at the APS meeting last year.
Since last year’s report, our Monte Carlo simulation has been tuned to match the data we are now
collecting at the Far Detector, and Backhouse has rebuilt the LEM libraries based on this updated
simulation. This library update and all LEM processing has been carried out on the Caltech computing
farm. NOvA is in the process of moving to a new scheme for Fermilab grid computing submissions, and
LEM processing must stay in step with that. Backhouse has now built the “handshaking” tools required to
plug LEM into the new model for NO A file processing.
The CAFAna toolkit described above is enjoying wide use by the collaboration. Since last year,
advancements by Backhouse, Bays, Pershey, and Patterson have included: substantial documentation,
including tutorial scripts and video recordings of their use; automatic handling of systematic nuisance
parameters in oscillation fits; incorporation of GENIE neutrino interaction libraries to allow for fast cross
section reweighting; first sensitivity studies with systematic uncertainties; incorporation of a real ND
spectrum decomposition into the CAFAna analysis chain; and hooks needed to blind the FD beam data.
The philosophy remains that having the e and
analyses using the same end-game analysis code from
the start will greatly accelerate our future physics output, as many of the neutrino mixing questions NOvA
can address are best answered by a combined ve/vfi fit.
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Detector readout in NOvA
As described in the proposal, straightforward changes to the information delivered by the front-end boards
can provide considerable improvement in the detector's timing resolution, allowing for much improved
handling of event pile-up in the near detector, for particle direction determination, and for approaches to
reconstruction and particle identification that incorporate time-of-flight. Backhouse and Patterson,
together with Mualem, have completed numerous studies to confirm and optimize the performance of such
a readout scheme. Last year's report outlines those key milestones. The major update today is that the
new scheme is operational and deployed on the surface Near Detector (NDOS).
The final push for this major achievement came with Backhouse's presence at Fermilab this
February. The full chain of DAQ, nearline, and offline systems needed to confront the new format, and
changes were needed (as expected) at multiple points along the data handling chain. With the NDOS
tests successful, deployment on the Far Detector will happen as soon as other high-priority commissioning
activities allow. Figure 5 shows the first test data that came off the NDOS. Our expected final timing
resolutions on MIP-level depositions at the far detector is 40 ns and at the underground near detector, 18
ns.

----- Current timing
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Figure 5: Multipoint readout from the NDOS. (Left) An example recorded hit in a detector cell. The
original readout scheme would provide only the baseline-subtracted height and digitization clocktick of the
highest point. The new scheme writes out either four or eight consecutive points, allowing one to fit for the
start time of the trace. The fit for this hit is show n, and the solid/open circles show the points available in
the two new schemes. We will begin with the four-point scheme to verify the available data bandwidth in
the DAQ. The eight-point scheme offers negligible improvement to time or charge resolution but would
penult better identification of double pulses. (Right) Timing resolutions versus pulse height for the first
NDOS test sample. The fluctuations are due to the low statistics in this first test run. (Many more events
are now available.) Note the massive improvement in timing resolution, especially for the larger pulse
heights.

Calibration of the NOvA detectors
We have made considerable progress in developing the calibration program for NOvA. Previously
reported progress from this award include: complete development of calibration techniques and software
infrastructure for calibration of the NDOS; determination of muon path lengths through cells via active
cell "triplets"; improvements to the simulation to mimic features discovered in the NDOS data; muonbased cell-to-cell and block-to-block alignment; Michel electron identification and stopped-muon
selections for absolute energy calibration.
In the past year, we have focused on readiness for Far Detector data. Part of this involves
migrating the calibration tools to the ART analysis framework provided by Fermilab Computing Division.
Backhouse and Pershey have migrated the attenuation code, and Bays and Lozier have migrated the
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stopped-muon and absolute energy scale code. In the process, Pershey and Backhouse worked with others
in the calibration group to develop a lightweight data format that is compatible with ART but also allows
easy handling of correlated effects between different stages of the calibration.
Given the size of the Far Detector, a variety of higher-order effects become relevant. Threshold
effects already become important half-way down a Far Detector cell, something that just isn't an issue in
the NDOS or, soon, the underground Near Detector. The largeness of the Far Detector also introduces
cosmic ray self-shielding, resulting in cosmic muons near the bottom and in the interior of the detector
having a noticeably different energy spectrum from those near the exterior. Backhouse has expanded the
calibration techniques to account for these and other effects. The sheer volume of calibration data is much
larger in the Far Detector, and considerable work has been put into keeping the computation and datahandling side sane. Finally, occasional muon track reconstruction failures are a small problem in the
ND/NDOS since the measured light level is not all that different from one end of a cell to the other. In the
FD, the light level varies by a factor of eight along the cell, and mis-reconstructed tracks, even if rare, can
pollute the average light level measured at different reconstructed positions by a small but relevant
amount. Backhouse developed new stringent track quality cuts to effectively eliminate this effect. First
FD data calibration constants are now available, joining the previously available Monte Carlo versions.
The Monte Carlo was calibrated first since it allows for validation of the procedures. Figure 6 shows one
aspect of this validation.
X view, true deposits >15MeV

Reco / True

X view, true deposits >15MeV

0.5 -

W (cm)

Figure 6: A test of the corrections for light collection and attenuation effects in the Monte Carlo simulation.
For cells in the x-view of the detector, the ratio of reconstructed energy deposition to true energy deposition
is plotted for cosmic ray muon hits selected by truth to be devoid of threshold effects. The red curves show
this ratio before any calibration is applied to the recorded hits, and features related to fiber “pigtails” (left
panel), attenuation (right), and light-collection at the ends (right) are visible. The blue curves show the
ratio after hit-by-hit calibration. The curve is flat to better than 1% through the fiducial region. The 20%
offset from unity is arbitrary, as the absolute energy scale is corrected after this step (not shown). While
the closure test shown here must be done with very clean, truth-selected hits, the establishment of the
calibration constants themselves must navigate all the complicating effects (thresholds, shadowing,
reconstruction artifacts, etc.). This plot shows the success.

Year 4 report, abridged (2014-15)
Event reconstruction in NOvA
Highlights of previously reported progress on reconstruction and event identification (see prior report for
details):
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•

•

•

•

Designed and implemented new reconstruction base classes that provide the necessary constructs
(prongs, tracks, etc.), sensible class inheritance, and seamless connections between the higher
level objects and the individual detector hits. The implementation was carried out by Backhouse,
and the new infrastructure is in use by the whole collaboration.
Adapted the Library Event Matching (LEM) event classification technique to NOvA. This was a
substantial undertaking (Backhouse, with Patterson) since a direct application of the MINOS
version of LEM is not possible given the fine-grained nature of the NO A detectors. By
developing novel matching metrics inspired by electrostatics, adding a layered structure to the
composition of the library, and carrying out significant computational optimizations, LEM is now
fully operational and is the most powerful ve selection tool available on NOvA.
Developed a complete ve appearance and v^ disappearance fitting framework (“CAFAna”) that
provides for signal extraction, parameter estimation, and contour drawing (Backhouse, Bays,
Patterson). The framework is lightweight and uses the trimmed Common Analysis Files (CAF)
produced at the end of the standard NOvA file productions. The CAF format itself was developed
under the guidance of Patterson and has evolved in step with Backhouse's fitting code. (This all
relates to this award in that you need these tools to assess the performance of reconstruction and
event classification algorithms. Of course, you also need these tools to run the full physics
analyses, too!)
CAFAna: fitting for systematic nuisance parameters; extensive documentation, tutorials for the
collaboration; data blinding; ND spectrum decomposition

Since last year’s report, we have collected an immense quantity of Near Detector data with which to tune
our simulation. We have retuned all of the calibration, reconstruction, and event identification tools to
stay in step with our improved knowledge of the detector’s behavior. Backhouse and Bays continue to
provide the official sensitivities for the ve and v^ analysis, and each represented NOvA at Neutrino 2014
by presenting the posters on these two main physics topics.
For the Library Event Matching (LEM) algorithm, Backhouse has improved the infrastructure for
running the memory-intensity LEM code during our standard grid running, making it now seamless for
file production experts and regular users alike to process samples through LEM. This actual processing
occurs, as before, on the Caltech HEP cluster where we have access to the bare-metal machines (rather
than virtualized machines with several limiting characteristics). In the past year, Backhouse and Patterson
have published an article on the LEM algorithm [7]. Addition LEM work in the past year has included
lots of ND data/simulation comparisons of LEM-related quantities and studies of why certain events are
selected/rejected by LEM vs. selected/rejected by alternative algorithms.
The CAFAna toolkit described above is enjoying wide use by the collaboration. Since last year,
advancements by Backhouse, Bays, Pershey, and Patterson have included: integration with the Fermilab
“SAM” system for running over pre-defined datasets; first Feldman-Cousins sensitivity contours;
improvements in systematic error handling such that end-users can easily introduce their own systematic
for study; cross section reweighting tools.
Bays has polished his “LiveGeometry” tools that allow reconstruction algorithms to ask questions
about the actual size and shape of the detectors, which varied with time during construction and can still
during periods of maintenance. He has also in the past year produced thorough documentation and a wellreceived tutorial, and his tools are now in full deployment.
Backhouse is now coordinator of the NOvA Reconstruction Group, and the group is entering a
new lively phase: the algorithms for first analyses are frozen, and folks are now developing targeted
improvements for the future. In addition to organizing this effort, Backhouse has also prototyped a new
event vertexer that should offer matching performance with much improved speed.
In the past few months, Lozier has implemented a brand new energy estimation scheme using a
sequence of ^-nearest-neighbor algorithms. The goal is to estimate both the energy and the energy
uncertainty of events so that the power of events with good resolution is not washed out by events with
poor resolution. Figure 7 shows the improvement he has already obtained in his initial versions.
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Figure 7: Improvement in atmospheric parameter sensitivity with Lozier’s energy estimator. By
determining both the energy and the energy uncertainty, and using these together in the fit, he lias
obtained an improvement equivalent to a 20% increase in exposure.

Detector readout in NOvA
As described in the proposal, straightforward changes to the information delivered by the front-end boards
can provide considerable improvement in the detector's timing resolution, allowing for much improved
handling of event pile-up in the near detector, for particle direction determination, and for approaches to
reconstruction and particle identification that incorporate time-of-flight. Backhouse and Patterson,
together with Mualem, completed numerous studies to confirm and optimize the performance of such a
readout scheme, and last year's report showed results from operation on the Surface Near Detector
(NDOS).
In the past year, we have completed this readout upgrade effort on both the hardware and offline
software sides. The final steps taken in the past year included testing and then fully deploying the new
readout firmware on the Far Detector and Near Detector and running in a special “eight-point” (rather than
the standard “four-point”) readout mode to obtain in situ shaping parameters to tune the simulation of the
readout electronics. The final obtained timing resolutions match or exceed projections (<50 ns for FD
MIPs and <10 ns for ND MIPs; at high charge: 10 ns for FD and 5 ns for ND). One simple but dramatic
way of demonstrating the improvement is by plotting the recorded times of all hits in Near Detector beam
spills. Figure 8 shows this before and after our timing improvements. Even with no event reconstruction
at all - just the raw times plotted - the NuMI spill structure stands out.
Event pile-up handling (“slicing”) and event reconstruction algorithms now take advantage of the
improved timing, and analyses involving upward-going muons in the Far Detector (e.g., dark matter
searches) are now proceeding.
Calibration of the NOvA detectors
The calibration procedures for NOvA are now well developed at the level required for first analyses.
Previously reported progress from this award include: original design of the techniques and software
infrastructure for calibration of the NDOS; determination of muon path lengths through cells via active
cell "triplets"; improvements to the simulation to mimic features discovered in the NDOS, and more
recently, FD data; muon-based cell-to-cell and block-to-block alignment; Michel electron identification
and stopped-muon selections for absolute energy calibration; and migrating the calibration tools to
Fermilab's ART analysis framework; dealing with higher-order effects from “shadowing”, thresholds, and
reconstruction artifacts; improvements in handling the sheer size of the FD calibration tables.
With these procedures stable, we have in the past year handed the turn-key operation of them to
other groups that are interested in ramping up their effort in calibration, allowing us to focus on more
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Figure 8: One view of the timing improvements. Each panel is a histogram of recorded times of
hits in the ND during a NuMI spill. No reconstruction or event selection is applied; all raw hit
times are included. The left panel shows the distribution before our timing improvements. The
right plot (from Backhouse) is after and demonstrates the timing resolution improvement through
the significantly sharpened beam structure visible.

difficult uncharted waters in calibration and related areas. This hand-off has been successful, and the
latest round of calibration has been primarily produced by the Calibration Group at-large.
The last stages of Far Detector commissioning took place through the summer last year, and
Backhouse provided detailed feedback to the commissioning team on what our calibration output says
about channel quality. Given the 344,000 channels present, sifting through the information to find true
problems and condensing this information into a form useful to the “on the ground"’ crews was critical.
New developments at the Near Detector side also included filters to clean up the data-driven triggers
(Backhouse), needed at the ND due to the low cosmic muon rate underground.
Bays has studied the impact of a voltage sag present in the Hamamatsu carrier boards that leads to
a drop in APD response, scaling as ~2% of the total charge on the device. His studies of this effect on
hadronic showers in data and simulation show a clear effect on our energy calibration. Bays and
Backhouse have implemented this effect in the simulation. The sag was a known effect (documented in
detail by Caltech undergraduate Jonathan Liu a couple of summers back using the Caltech test stand), but
folding it into our simulation and energy calibration is new.
Pershey has continued his development of Michel electron identification, primarily geared toward
several ve analysis applications. For the purposed of calibration, he has employed his high-purity Michel
electron sample to obtain an absolute energy scale using a very different technique than the muon MIPbased approach. Initial differences in these two techniques did reveal a subtle issue, and any remaining
differences will feed into our final setting of energy scale systematic errors. Along the way, Pershey has
become expert at readout dead-time issues and has identified aspects of the dead-time modeling that could
be improved in future rounds. (The only detrimental effect at present is a slightly lower Michel electron
efficiency.)

Year 5 and overall summary (2015-16)
All thrusts proposed in 2011 have been completed and have fed directly into the two rounds of neutrino
oscillation results from NOvA. Patterson presented the first round results (2015) at a special Fermilab
seminar in August 2015, and Bays and Backhouse served on the authorship committees for the
corresponding publications [4, 5], An update to these results was presented in Summer 2016, with
Backhouse giving the Fermilab seminar for these. Figure 9 shows two key physics results from the 2016
round (publications in prep.)
Due to space constraints in the original year-by-year progress reports, some representative figures
could not be included at the time. We thus include here a few more figures that demonstrate some of the
accomplishments under this award. Figure 10 gives a sense of the core reconstruction software designed
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by Patterson and Backhouse and implemented by Backhouse. Figure 11 shows one of the online
calibration monitoring tools. Figure 12 shows how attenuation fits are handled. Figure 13 shows the
timing resolutions achieved with the firmware improvements developed under this award.
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Figure 9: (Left) v,, disappearance parameters allowed by the latest NOvA data. Maximal mixing is
disfavored at 2.5<r. (Right) The inverted hierarchy portion of parameter space allowed by the latest NOvA
data (before Feldman-Cousins corrections, which will improve the limits). Scenarios in the lower octant
and IH around S=nl2 are already ruled out at more than 3 <r. These plots were generated with the CAFAna
toolkit developed under this award, which also provides the full underlying physics fitting framework.
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Figure 10: Redesign of the base reconstruction classes and their connections to elements of the
calibration (red shaded items). This redesign was deployed early in this award.
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Figure 11: Online tool for calibration status monitoring. One can mouse-over individual detector
channels (of the 344k channels in the Far Detector and 20k in the Near Detector) to see the data
collected using cosmic ray muons, the fitted attenuation curve, and the corrections applied based on the
fit residuals. The graphic here shows data run early in the period, hence many yellow-colored
(problem) channels. Today, the fraction of problem channels is negligible.
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Figure 12: An unusual channel in the Near Detector, chosen to give a good view of the residual fitting.
The left panel shows the basic functional form of the attenuation fit, which doesn’t match this channel’s
behavior very well (an understood effect). The right panel show the result of a LOWESS fit to the
residuals, leaving in the end negligible uncertainties in energy scale due to fiber attenuation.
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Figure 13: Improvements in timing resolution for individual detector hits as a function of pulse height
in the near (left) and far (right) detectors. The physics benefits are described throughout the text.
(Figure courtesy NOvA collaboration.)
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Farm has been funded historically through Caltech's DOE HEP university grant and recently through
significant university funds.
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